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Social media and other online forums are a great way to share information and generate discussion with a

broad range of people. However, online activity carries risks, so we recommend that users abide by the

following guidelines to ensure discussion is legal, appropriate, useful and considerate to others. Those posting

on Camcycle’s social media accounts on our behalf should also refer to our Social Media Policy.

General guidelines for online discussion

1. Camcycle’s values are good principles to bear in mind when conducting online discussions.

We are inclusive, informed and influential and our work is positive, practical and professional. Bring

value to readers by posting content which is useful and interesting and will help enable our mission

to work for more, better and safer cycling.

2. Remember you are interacting with real people. When you only see letters stringing across a

screen, it is easy to forget that a person sits on the other side of them. When posting comments on

social media or Cyclescape, you should consider yourself as having a face-to-face conversation with

someone in a crowded room. Respect others’ opinions, keep debate civil and be considerate with the

language you use.

3. Write clearly and logically and be cautious with humour and sarcasm. Typed text, stripped of voice

inflections and body language, can be easily misinterpreted. Humour can often be taken as insult,

especially if subtle. Clear and simple points are recommended.

4. Be careful with speculation and aware of untrustworthy articles. Don’t state as fact what is only

your opinion. Where possible, check facts before posting and link to reputable sources. Don’t be

afraid to admit to mistakes and make sure they are corrected in a timely manner.

5. Don’t assume that others have the same level of knowledge as you. It can be easy to get frustrated

covering a cycling issue that has been raised previously on countless occasions, but remember it

may be new to many people. Explain things in accessible ways and respond to questions with

kindness, which will help maximise engagement.

6. However, also be aware that you may be preaching to the converted. Social media can create ‘filter

bubbles’ where the opinions you see and the people you converse with often agree with your point

of view. If you are posting to advance a campaign issue, consider that it may be more productive to

write an email to your local councillor or newspaper than to people who already agree with you!

7. Online discussions are as good, and only as good, as people make them. Discussions work best

when people bring fresh knowledge and experience to the table. New ideas can stimulate

discussion. Trivial or inane comments often kill it. Be thoughtful when posting and everyone will

benefit.
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Guidelines for discussions on Cyclescape

1. We encourage you to use your real name when signing up (note that Cyclescape's user settings page
allows you to set a display name to be used on publicly-indexed pages, while your real name is seen only by
others within the organisation). Use of real names encourages honesty and considerate behaviour on

the forum and helps members connect with Camcycle’s staff, trustees and volunteers. Much of the

information posted in Cyclescape is the opinion of individuals and should not be taken to represent

the views of Camcycle. Camcycle’s official views on a topic will always be agreed democratically and

posted publicly, e.g. through a press release or blog post.

2. When creating a new issue or discussion thread, make the subject line descriptive. People should

get a flavour of the topic from glancing at the title. Use subject lines such as ‘Parking in cycle lanes’

or ‘Improvements to the Busway path’.

3. Be brief in your writing. If you make your point succinctly, it will have a greater impact and more

people will read and respond to it.

4. When referring to the original message in your replies, quote sparingly. It can be helpful to quote

parts of another message to make clear a point you are referring to and remind users of a topic

further up the thread. Quote relevant lines only followed by your reply.

5. Include photos, diagrams and links to aid discussion. This helps readers who may not be familiar

with your topic and provides links to further reading for those who would like to get more involved

in a campaign.

6. Post with respect to others and their right to privacy

The Cyclescape forums are semi-public space; remember that many people will be reading the

threads even though they may not be active in posting on them. Messages containing criticism of

another post can easily embarrass and cause anger. Remember too that many who post to the

discussion expect that their message will be distributed to Cyclescape subscribers only. Bear in

mind that some users have enabled email integration which means they receive messages via email;

this means messages removed on the website will still be retained in those users' mailboxes. Do not

share messages (or parts of messages, including non-public links, photos and diagrams) without

permission from the author. Some discussion threads are viewable to staff and trustees only and

may contain confidential information; always consult with the Executive Director before sharing

any information from these.

Cyclescape rules

1. Subscription to Camcycle’s Cyclescape discussion forum is subject to continuing membership of the

Camcycle (except where the Board of Trustees specifically decides otherwise). Failure to abide by the

following rules will result in a removal of posts in the first instance. Continued violations may result in

a denial of access to the discussion forum and revocation of Camcycle membership.

2. Camcycle is not responsible for the content posted to its Cyclescape forum and comments do not

necessarily reflect Camcycle policy (even when posted by a trustee, except when explicitly stated).

3. Camcycle reserves the right to reorganise or delete any postings from a discussion thread’s archives.

However, this would normally only be done in exceptional circumstances, e.g. to remove defamatory

material or for technical reasons, so that the integrity of the archive is maintained.
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4. Users shall refrain from addressing personal matters (e.g. personal criticisms, communications sent

personally to/from members of the community that were not intended for posting to subscribers of

these services, etc.).

5. Users should not forward information from a message to people outside the discussion thread’s

subscribers without the permission of the author (and agreement of the Executive Director or trustees

in the case of a confidential thread).

6. Users shall not upload or post any materials containing a virus or any other harmful

component/attachment.

7. Posting or uploads of obscene or vulgar materials or use of obscene or vulgar language, posting of

graphically violent materials, or use of disrespectful, abusive, defamatory, profane, or threatening

language, whether relating to others subscribed to the forum thread or not, will constitute a violation

of these rules.

8. Messages sent elsewhere should not be cc’d to a discussion thread: recipients do not necessarily have

access to the discussion thread. (To bring members’ attention to something you have sent elsewhere,

forward the message to the discussion thread afterwards, and do not reveal any personal details of the

recipient unless this is already public).

Violation of Guidelines

If the above guidelines are violated by users, the following steps shall be taken:

1. For minor transgressions, as determined by the Trustees or the Executive Director, the user shall be

given a written warning, reminding them of these guidelines and asking them to follow them in the

future.

2. For users who are received at more than two written warnings or for a major transgression, as

determined by the Trustees or the Executive Directory, the user shall be blocked from uploading or

posting for a period of two months.

3. For users who are found to have two or more major transgressions shall be permanently blocked from

the platform.

4. Users may appeal any of the above actions to the Trustees. The Trustees can overturn the decision or

agree with the action already taken. This decision shall be formally minuted by the Trustees and is

considered final.
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